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Abstract 

Currently, deployed Internet of Things (IoT) technology acts as a passive observer of 
the environment that sends data to a remote location. Developing and deploying 
future IoT applications will need re-tasking this one-way behaviour in a reliable manner. 
A novel computationally tractable optimization technique that can accept cross-layer 
resource configurations and focus on network enhancement with longevity should 
be created for the smart home, one of the heterogeneous IoT applications. This study 
shows different smart home architectures in static and mobile environments, taking 
into account some of the challenges like orchestration, mobility, and range in IoT. For 
network communication, routing protocol over 6LoWPAN (RPL) is used. The goal of 
the work is to optimize the communication network in both static and mobile envi-
ronment. To attain the goal, this paper proposes an algorithm that improves the path 
selection by modifying the existing objective functions of RPL. The proposed smart 
home architectures are analysed and compared based on different parameters such 
as packet reception ratio, network overhead, throughput, average latency, and total 
energy consumption. Even when some of the devices in the smart home are mobile, 
the modified smart home-optimized path (MSHOP) is found to achieve a packet recep-
tion ratio of 99.93%, minimum latency of 0.9 s, and the highest total energy usage in 
the network of 3373 millijoules. In conclusion, proposed MSHOP outperforms all exist-
ing smart home architectures when considering network efficiency, time, and usability.
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1 Introduction
Recent developments and the plethora of research have led to drastic growth in the 
Internet of Things [1]. Typically, IoT means communication from anywhere at any time 
between people and things [2]. The things can be static or mobile with power and energy 
constraints and can communicate using different protocols. The concept is continuously 
evolving, with an ever-increasing range of applications that lead to the development of 
new technologies [3]. During the deployment of an IoT network, sensor nodes produce 
a variety of traffic patterns, ranging from basic measurements like temperature readings 
to high-volume multimedia communications [2]. The nature of the sensor that gathers 
and disseminates data between source and sinks nodes which involve multi-hop com-
munications affects the protocol stack design of wireless sensor networks (WSN) [4]. 
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Different layers of WSN use various protocols and standards for wireless medium access 
and data transmission [5]. Applications of IoT include smart cities, vehicular networks, 
smart grids, smart agriculture, and cyber-physical systems, among which the smart 
home is the focus of this paper [6]. Understanding and analysing redundant sensor 
nodes in present smart homes are critical for designing the future smart city. It serves as 
the foundation for the growth of the smart housing industry by merging artificial intel-
ligence algorithms into it.

Smart homes use information and communications technology (ICT) to make infra-
structure accessible, interactive, and efficient through the integration of multiple 
technologies. Smart homes can securely manage a home’s assets [7]. Data collection, 
transmission, and processing are the technical focus area in the smart home. In the era 
of smart homes, low-cost and low-power devices are interconnected in a network to 
control and monitor a wide range of home appliances remotely and intelligently [8]. The 
gateway connects the smart nodes to send data from the wireless sensor network to the 
Internet [9]. Data from nodes and sensors are read from an internal database and dis-
played graphically in an easy-to-understand manner through a simple, secure web-based 
system [10].

Simulators and testbeds are the pioneers for experiments before the realistic imple-
mentations in IoT [11]. There are three categories of simulators for IoT research [12]. 
The first category is full stack simulators, aiming to provide end-to-end support for all 
IoT elements. The second is big data processing simulators that focus on cloud perfor-
mance [13]. The third category is the network simulators famous for wireless sensor 
network research. IoT research uses many WSN simulators, namely CupCarbon, Cooja, 
OMNeT++ [14], NS-3, and QualNet. Cooja is an emulator capable of instruction-level 
emulation of node firmware execution in a simulated wireless communications environ-
ment [15]. It is a companion simulator included with the Contiki Operating System (OS), 
one of the most widely used OSs for programming IoT sensors. Cooja has WSN motes 
that access most standards and protocols [3]. As a result, researchers can simulate real-
istic scenarios using standard application-layer protocols like message queue telemetry 
transport (MQTT) and constrained application protocol (CoAP) over 802.15.4 and low-
power wireless personal area networks using IPv6 (6LoWPAN). With modest modifica-
tions, the simulation firmware running on virtual nodes can be deployed to real physical 
hardware, bridging the gap between the proof-of-concept and prototype phases [16]. For 
the above reasons, the current work uses the Cooja simulator.

The contribution of this paper is as follows

• Proposed different smart home architectures with the help of IoT technologies.
• Optimal configuration selection of the smart home scenarios is achieved with trusted 

third party (TTP).
• Modified smart home implemented the concept of event timer to achieve optimized 

path to the server node.

This work aims to propose different smart home architectures with the help of IoT 
technologies. This work developed the proposed architecture considering various 
parameters, namely packet reception ratio (PRR), throughput, average latency, network 
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overhead, convergence time, and total energy consumption. The modified path selection 
approaches achieve optimal configuration selection of the smart home scenarios.

2  Related work
When heterogeneous IoT comes into picture, several unresolved challenges come along. 
Figure 1 shows the challenges and solutions for the IoT, which are elaborately covered 
in [1, 6, 17–20] and guide the future work. While designing IoT, challenges like resource 
allocation, multiple access, small cell deployment, and cell association need to be inves-
tigated further [21]. Especially when exploring smart home applications, security and 
privacy challenges have to be analysed and addressed. This section presents few of the 
issues and solutions with the help of the literature.

Examination of the RPL protocol in the context of a diverse traffic pattern described in 
[5] suggests a new protocol based on queue and workload conditions (QWL-RPL) that 
caused lighter load, less packet loss, and proper traffic distribution and packet recep-
tion ratio (PRR) of 91%. Kamgue et  al. [22] show the way to create and implement a 
routing protocol for low-power lossy networks using the node’s remaining energy as the 
primary routing measure. In various topologies (grid, random), RPL has been examined 
in terms of two objective functions (OF), i.e. minimum rank with hysteresis objective 
function (MRHOF) and objective function zero (OF0). RPL performance is found to be 
optimal for both OFs when the network density is between 30 and 40 nodes for Rx 60% 
using random or grid topology in a light density network [23]. The results reveal in [24] 
that changing the sending interval significantly impacts the performance of the RPL’s 
OFs. Packet delivery ratio (PDR) increases, while the power consumption decreases 
and the sending interval increases. The RPL routing combines node link quality and 
residual energy ETX-ENR to minimize network latency and grow the sensor node’s 
life. This showed a 10% improvement in network latency with energy still being avail-
able [25]. RPL-MRHOF deemed to be a better solution for PDR and latency in networks 

Fig. 1 Literature survey flow
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with fewer nodes. OF0 appears more attractive as the node density climbs above 90 [3]. 
OF0 is appropriate for usage in networks with mobile nodes and power constraints [26]. 
Zungeru et al. [27] proposed a design and implementation of secure smart house switch-
ing system based on wireless communications and self-energy harvesting. An IFTTT-
based smart home system model and an anti-tracking mutual authentication technique 
proposed in [28] deliver higher security and privacy.

Hatem et al. in [29] consider two metrics instead of one to produce more dependa-
ble and optimized routes. While employing MRHOF with ETX + Energy, it was dis-
covered that the network’s performance improved in terms of PDR without influencing 
the network’s power usage. In addition, Brachman [30] discusses network transmission 
performance when created with various OFs. A simple but effective queue utilization-
based RPL (QU-RPL), which considerably achieves load balancing, increases end-to-end 
packet delivery performance over normal RPL presented in [31]. The metrics of the min-
imal number of hops and the ETX are coupled to solve the problem mentioned above by 
inventing a new routing metric called SIGMA-ETX. It has an 87.18% PRR [32]. Consid-
ering network longevity, delay, energy consumption, and PRR, the neo-hybrid composite 
routing metric (NCRM) exceeds all others. For 30 nodes, PDR is 85% and Latency is 
3.5 s [33]. An energy-efficient and path reliability-aware objective function (ERAOF) is 
designed for IoT applications that achieve a PDR of 93% for network size 20, 40, and 
60 [34]. The work proposed in [35] discovered that the fuzzy-based hand-off strategy 
has a high level of dependability, delivering approximately 100% of data packets with a 
minimal latency. A mobility-aware energy-efficient parent selection algorithm for RPL 
proposed by Lamaaz et al. [36] supports random node mobility and a dynamic trickle 
algorithm. RPL methods have an average packet delivery ratio of 85.6% under 50% 
mobile nodes and 78.4% under 100% mobile nodes during the simulation period. A sum-
mary of the above discussed works is presented in Table 1.

Furthermore, a smart house architecture based on 6LoWPAN is designed that is con-
nected to a root node with sensor nodes. It has been discovered that the sensor node’s 
systematic arrangement is superior [23]. In [37], two SWIPT cooperative spectrum shar-
ing strategies have been developed to enhance the spectrum and energy efficiency for 
the 6G-enabled cognitive IoT network. Through combined power and sub-carrier opti-
mization, achievable rates of the cognitive IoT system with amplify-and-forward (AF) 
and decode-and-forward (DF) relaying mode are maximized while maintaining the pri-
mary system’s target rate. A secure communication method for a NOMA-based UAV-
MEC system toward a flying eavesdropper is suggested in the paper [38]. The simulation 
findings demonstrate that, in terms of system security and computation performance, 
the suggested approach outperforms the benchmark schemes. According to simula-
tion results presented in [39], the proposed multiagent strategy optimizes the offloading 
effectively and achieves better system utility when compared to the single-agent method. 
In addition to advancing human computer interaction for gesture detection, the study 
presented in [40] seeks to advance the growth of Internet of Things technology. A par-
ticle filter optimization employing the maximum variance weight segmentation re-sam-
pling approach has been suggested in [41] to enhance the particle filter performance.

In conclusion, the existing survey mostly focuses on IoT and wireless sensor net-
works. The majority of the study ignores a smart device’s mobility. Few of the existing 
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work which addresses this domain simulates experiments on static environment 
as presented in Table  1. On an average, PRR is found to be 91% for 30 nodes in a 
static environment. Mobility’s impact on various network topologies and communi-
cation is less illustrated. The proposed work demonstrates the modified smart home 

Table 1 Objective functions-related assessment research

OF Node Topology Environment Tx–Rx Metrics PRR Remark

OF Node Topology Environment Tx–Rx Metrics PRR Remark

OF0, 
MRHOF [5]

20, 30, 40, 
50, 100

Random Static Default ETX 91% Lighter load 
Less packet 
loss

MRHOF 
[22]

20 Random Static Tx = 80% ETX 
Energy

98% Increased 
transmission 
accuracy 
decreased 
energy con-
sumption

OF0, 
MRHOF 
[24]

20, 30, 40, 
45

Random Static Tx = 100% 
Rx = 20, 
40, 60, 80, 
100 m

ETX 98% More pack-
ets delivered

MRHOF 
[25]

20, 30, 40 Random Static Tx = 50 m ETX 
Energy 
ETX–ENR

100% Increased 
data 
transmission 
decreased 
energy con-
sumption

OF0, 
MRHOF 
[32]

20,40, 50, 
100

Random Static Tx = 150 m HC ETX 
SIGMA-
ETX

87.18% Increased 
PRR 
Increased 
network 
lifetime

OF0, 
MRHOF 
[33]

10, 20, 30, 
40, 50

Random Static Tx = 100 m ETX 
Energy 
SIGMA-
ETX NCRM

95% Less 
packet loss, 
Minimum 
latency

OF0, 
MRHOF 
[34]

20, 40, 60 Random Static Default ETX 
ERAOF

95% Reliable data 
communica-
tion

OF0, 
MRHOF 
[35]

12 Random Mobile Tx = 100 m ETX 
3FBMOF

Nearly 100% reduced 
latency 
increased 
PRR

OF0, 
MRHOF 
[36]

10, 20, 30, 
40, 50, 60

Random Mobile Tx = 50 m ETX 85.6% Reliable 
network 
increased 
sustain-
ability

OF0, 
MRHOF 
[23]

15, 25, 30 Random Static Tx = 75 
Rx = 20, 40, 
80 m

HC ETX 
Energy

100% Network 
lifetime 
increased 
Less energy 
consump-
tion

OF, MRHOF 
[PRO-
POSED]

11, 21, 31, 
34

Random, 
ellipse 
linear

Static mobile Tx = 40, 
70, 80 m Rx 
= 60, 90, 
100 m

HC ETX 
MSHOP

Static-90.16% 
Mobile-99.93%

Maximum 
packet deliv-
ery reduced 
latency 
increased 
throughput
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architecture considering different set of static and mobile nodes and analyses the 
results for parameters identified.

In general, Internet of Things necessitate a great deal of effective orchestration. When 
we refer to different IoT applications, massive sensors deliver massive data to the server 
at the same time. Longevity and power consumption are more significant elements to be 
considered in an internet-enabled network. The following work has been proposed with 
all of these factors in mind.

3  Proposed methodology
Establishing viable heterogeneous IoT applications is complex due to the application 
requirements, heterogeneity of network architectures, and communication technolo-
gies. RPL, the routing protocol used for such a network, operates less efficiently with 
heavy traffic. In this section, the heterogeneous IoT problems are discussed and the 
solution is explained with the help of the proposed model.

3.1  Problem statement

3.1.1  IoT application orchestration

Choosing the optimal orchestration for an IoT application in a heterogeneous envi-
ronment is essential. In addition, a computational model that can run and dynamically 
detect faults across many paths of IoT infrastructure and dynamically manage data avail-
able in IoT is to be considered for improvement. As a result, the suggested model will 
employ the modified smart home optimal path (MSHOP), which handles storage selec-
tion, analytics programming, and network fault detection.

3.1.2  Optimal configuration selection

IoT applications necessitate custom resource configurations at several layers, such as the 
things, edge, and cloud. We must consider data source location, battery, network latency, 
network type, endurance, and sensor types at the things layer. As a result, creating 
computationally tractable optimization approaches that can accommodate cross-layer 
resource configurations with security and privacy concerns is a priority. In addition, the 
architectural layers of smart home as an IoT application include a trusted third party in 
the proposed work.

3.1.3  Holistic monitoring

Monitoring IoT application graphs is crucial for automatically predicting and detecting 
anomalies and their primary causes. As a result, new monitoring strategies that provide 
detailed data flow and QoS information for IoT applications are needed. Script analysis 
using Python 3.8 is used in this work to gain a more profound understanding of how 
data analysis jobs and resources work.

3.2  Solutions to stated problems

This article aims to create a smart home environment where TTP acts as a middle-
man framework for communication and data transmission in wireless sensor networks, 
resulting in increased energy efficiency, longer lifetime, and faster data delivery. An 
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event timer is also included to help with optimal configuration choices. With the help of 
Python, data analysis is also implemented to monitor performance indicators.

3.3  Proposed method

3.3.1  System model

Smart home presented in Fig.  2 is an essential IoT application where rapid investiga-
tion is going on. It is an urban system that makes infrastructure interactive, accessible, 
and efficient through the use of ICT. The technical focal area of smart home is data col-
lection, transmission, and processing. As smart homes develop, a number of challenges 
emerge including security and privacy, heterogeneity, reliability, large scale, legal and 
social aspects, sensor networks, multiple data fusion, and energy management.

3.3.2  Proposed orchestration

An IoT application is expected to address the performance parameters like energy con-
servation, orchestration, network connectivity, development techniques, etc. Addition-
ally, it is also expected to consider interoperability, security, and privacy at a large scale. 
Keeping these challenges of IoT in mind, this paper proposes an efficient orchestration 
for a smart home application that uses a trusted third party (TTP) presented in Fig. 3. 
TTP is a platform that tries to facilitate interaction between two parties by establishing 
trust. It is a domain entity that can be trusted to accomplish a given task. It verifies that 
data are delivered to the intended destination and examine critical transaction commu-
nication between parties.

Fig. 2 Smart home with sensor nodes and routers

Fig. 3 Architecture of IoT gateway with TTP in internal layer
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The TTP presented in Fig. 4 in this proposed has the following functionalities :

• It examines the nodes that are interested in establishing a connection.
• With low overhead, it provides trusted communication verification.
• Each node participating in the connection is given a unique id.
• When numerous nodes are attempting to connect with TTP, the time stamp deter-

mines which node will create the connection, reads the contents of an incoming 
packet, sets the priority for data transmission among the nodes, and increases the 
energy efficiency of the suggested system.

• The protocol ensures that an honest participant does not lose any data, while guaran-
teeing a faster data delivery.

The next subsection discusses various protocols and objective functions used in the sim-
ulation set-up.

3.3.3  Communication protocols and objective functions

The internet engineering task force (IETF) has established 6LoWPAN as a set of stand-
ards [42]. 6LoWPAN standards enable IPv6 to be effectively used over low-power, low-
rate wireless networks on basic embedded devices by providing an adaption layer and 
optimizing related protocols. LoWPANs over IPv6 enable low-power devices to connect 
to the Internet [4]. 6LoWPAN enables network and link layer routing. The routers, host 
node, and edge router make up the architecture of its network. Communication between 
6LoWPAN devices, the Internet, and other IP networks is handled by the edge router 
[43]. Figure 5 represents the architecture of 6LoWPAN.

Routing protocol RPL is a lossy and low-power IPv6 routing protocol with a distance 
vector [44]. RPL separates packet processing and forwarding from the routing optimiza-
tion goal. It is committed to maintaining the security and integrity of messages [4]. It 
supports data path validation and loop detection routing optimization and groups nodes 
into a destination-oriented acyclic graph (DODAG), with each router identifying a set 
of parents. RPL can handle a variety of network traffic, including point to point, multi-
point, and multicast [43, 44].

Fig. 4 TTP in smart home
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Objective function In order to build the directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), the user speci-
fies an OF in RPL [4]. The OF specifies, directs, and guides RPL nodes in the construc-
tion and optimization of routes within an RPL instance to locate the best-optimized path 
[36]. The ROLL working group of the IETF has adopted the OF0 and the MRHOF as 
default functions for routing [45].

Objective function zero (OF0) With this objective function, the network is optimized 
by choosing neighbours with the lowest hop count. It is used to figure out how many 
hops are present between a source and a sink node. The parent of a node is determined 
by lowest rank. There is no change if both are equal [46].

Minimum rank with hysteresis objective function (MRHOF) It selects the parent node 
based on the minimum expected number of transmissions (ETX) [47]. The root ETX 
presented in Eq. 1 is calculated by adding the probability that a data packet will arrive 
successfully at its destination plus the probability that it will receive an acknowledge-
ment packet [48].

where Df  =  the probability that a packet will be received from an adjacent node; 
Dr = the probability that an acknowledgement will be received successfully.

4  Simulation setup
As mentioned in the initial sections, the work simulates the smart home environment 
using Contiki OS. It provides a variety of modules for various tasks. A sub-folder exists 
in the contiki/core/net/module that implements the MAC, IPV6, App-Layer, routing 
and security protocol stack [49]. When it comes to routing, the use of rpl lite or classic 
depends on whether the necessity is to use non-storing mode or storing mode. Some 
of the most essential files in the rpl lite subdirectory are rpl.c, rpl.h, rpl-dag.c, mrhof.c, 
of0.c, icmp6.c, and conf.h where the modifications have been done [50]. RPL also uses a 
set of control messages, such as the DODAG information object (DIO), DODAG infor-
mation solicitation (DIS), and the DODAG destination advertisement Object (DAO) 
and DAO-ACK, to spread node information across the network topology. DIO messages 
contain data such as the objective function, rank, and node id. This message is broadcast 
to all other nodes in the network, encouraging them to join [3]. A DAO message is a 

(1)ETX = 1/(Df ∗ Dr)

Fig. 5 6LoWPAN architecture
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request for permission to join the network issued by a child to a parent or root [18]. The 
DODAG information is pro-actively sought from neighbouring nodes via DIS messages. 
The considered parameters and their respective values are presented in Table 2.

4.1  Proposed architectures

The orchestration, TTP, and event timer are the most significant components of this 
project. When a network is established, communication occurs, with the best parent 
being selected in an upward manner from client to server. When the number of sensor 
nodes or client nodes increases, there is cause for concern. In this case, reachability to 
the server may be an issue for all nodes. Many people will be concerned about data loss 
and network performance. TTP proposed and designed in this work overcome all such 
scenarios in a heterogeneous IoT network, with event timer taking charge of network 
performance. A detailed approach to the proposed modified smart home optimized path 
(MSHOP) is presented in Fig. 6.

A detailed explanation of the approach for MSHOP development is provided below 
with the aid of a use case. A group of nodes form the basis of the network. Different 
topologies can be selected according to the requirements, after which the network is 
created. The structure of the network graph can be random, linear, or elliptical. After the 
network is configured, the environment should be assigned with an objective function. 

Table 2 Simulation criterion and merit

Simulation criterion Merit

Contiki version Contiki-NG

Mote device Z1 Zolertia

Mote voltage 3 V

Mote TX current 17.4 mA

Mote Rx current 18.8 mA

Mote CPU active 10 mA

Mote CPU LPM 0.023 mA

Packet size 127 bytes

Simulation time 1800 s

No. of client nodes 10, 20, 30

Transmission range 40, 70, 80

Interference range 60, 90, 100

Server nodes and TTPs 1 and 3

Environment Static and mobile

Topology Random, linear, ellipse

No. of mobile nodes 2, 4, 6

Lowest speed 1.0 m/s

Highest speed 80 m/s

Lowest pause time 1.0 m/s

Highest pause time 80 m/s

Max X-axis 2 s

Max Y-axis 15 min

Script data analysis Python 3.8

PHY and MAC protocol 802.15.4 with CSMA

RTIMER_ARCH_SECOND 32,768 ticks per second
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The objective function aids in determining the most efficient path for transferring data 
from a sink node to a server node. It comes in two types: OF0 and MRHOF. The least 
amount of hops is used to find the route when OF0 is chosen as the objective function, 
while in MRHOF, the route is chosen based on minimum ETX or the quantity of trans-
mitted packets that were successfully received by the destination. As soon as the route is 
decided upon, the network is aware of the parent node and the transmission begins.

Every sink node is attempting to connect to the server in order to communicate. 
While there are numerous nodes, the server node is not covered by the transmission 
range. TTP is used as an intermediary structure if the network discovers that many 
nodes are unable to connect to the server. Now, the data and packets will be first sent 
to TTP. The received packets from sink nodes in TTP are then forwarded to the server 
in a group. If sink nodes can be reached, they can go on. To enhance the communica-
tion performance, this work introduces an event timer. Each cycle’s packet transmis-
sion only lasts for duration allotted by the event timer. The entire process will come to 
an end after the simulation period is up.

The smart home scenario is essentially the focus of our efforts. A typical smart home 
might be a network of smart gadgets all attempting to communicate data to a server. 
This study takes into account the above system, with 10, 20, and 30 client nodes and a 
single sink/server node apiece naming them normal, average, and advanced smart home, 
respectively. With MRHOF, all nodes begin the data communication process by evaluat-
ing three different types of Tx/INT ranges and topologies. When a heterogeneous net-
work has a large number of devices, such as 30 or more as presented in Fig. 7, there is a 
significant risk of data loss, increased latency, and reduced throughput. Another point of 
worry is the smart home’s size. There will be no obstacles if the house is of single floor 
as there are less smart devices. The issue arises when the smart house has two or more 
storeys with a large number of smart gadgets. There could also be concerns with reach-
ability, in light of the fact that a modified smart house is proposed in this work.

Fig. 6 Approach for MSHOP development
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The clustering of nodes is created by the modified smart home (MSH) as depicted 
in Fig.  8. A smart house with advanced features is divided into three clusters, each 
with ten smart gadgets assuming each cluster belonging to one of the house’s floors. 
Because a single home router will no longer be able to connect all 30 nodes, they will 
interact through TTP. As a result, the TTP functions as a go-between for the client 
nodes and the server, forwarding packets from the devices to the sink. 6LoWPAN pro-
tocol is used for communication between the clusters and TTP, TTP, and Edge Router.

Fig. 7 Advanced smart home sensor and router communication

Fig. 8 Modified smart home communication structure
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Later comes the concept of an event timer in proposed work. An etimer is supplied 
in the rpl-udp client. The start interval is set at 15 s on the clock. Every 5-s interval, a 
message is sent. Then, a simple udp connection is formed, followed by the declaration 
of sender and recipient ids. The process begins with the creation of a timer object. If all 
of the aforementioned conditions are met, it creates an instance of the etimer. It is set 
with the function inside of the while loop. The software is essentially relinquishing con-
trol of the system because this function accepts arguments and sets the etimer to expire 
after interval, instructing the client nodes to pause until they receive an event. A client 
process receives an event notification when an etimer expires. As a result, it instructs 
the process to resume operating now that the etimer has run out and an event has been 
posted. It continuously sends data until the event timer expires. At the end, the details 
of communication and packet information values are saved to the output log file. The 
aforementioned is achieved by setting UIP CONF STATISTICS to 1 and adding print-
ing statements in both client and server files for the number of packets received, sent, 
forwarded, and dropped. The algorithm is presented below. With addition of etimer to 
MSH, the proposed MSHOP is formed.

Another crucial component of WSN is mobility. When a gadget moves, it disrupts a 
number of elements. Mobility can stifle data delivery, raise energy usage, and exacer-
bate road congestion, among other things. Mobile nodes are introduced in each form 
of smart house in this work. The effect of mobility is also boosted by the redesigned 
smart home and proposed algorithm. For the scenario described above, both objective 
functions have been investigated. Devices numbered 2 in the normal home, 4 in average 
home, and 6 in advanced home are mobile. In Table 2, node locations, mobility speed, 
and timings are listed.
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4.2  Architectural implementation in simulator

The simulation starts with a simple smart home with 10 smart devices and a sink 
node/home router. The topologies followed for these 10 devices are random, ellipse, 
and linear. Each topology uses three different combinations of transmission and inter-
ference range to communicate between the sender and the sink. 40–60, 70–90, and 
80–100 are the TX/INT ranges that have been considered. The simulation then moves 
on to a typical smart home with 20 devices and an advanced smart home with 30 
devices, each with its own server node considering different topologies and ranges.

An advanced smart home with a linear topology represented in Fig.  9 is demon-
strated by taking into account a larger number of nodes and attempting to achieve 
interoperability. The difficulty arises when a large number of devices attempt to con-
nect to a single edge router. Poor connectivity, data loss, increased energy, and time 
usage are all the possibilities. A problem with scenario of a multi-story house is that it 
cannot connect all of the smart devices at different levels.

To overcome the aforementioned concerns, revised smart house architecture is pre-
sented called as modified smart home (MSH) in Figs. 10 and 11. Each cluster of nodes 
is linked to the TTPs closest to them. From the devices to the sink node, the trusted 
third party operates as a data carrier. The advanced smart home’s 30 nodes are dis-
persed among three unique levels. A TTP is assigned to each level, and it connects 
a cluster of ten devices before establishing interoperability. TTP operates as a mid-
dleware entity in this case, reducing the amount of connections and making things 
less messy, resulting in increased security, reduced susceptibility, and no danger of 
data leaking. Heterogeneity due to various types of hardware and software utilized 
by different levels will be taken care by TTP. Task monitoring is challenging due to 

Fig. 9 Advanced smart home with linear topology
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Fig. 10 Modified smart home with linear arrangement

Fig. 11 Modified smart home with elliptical arrangement
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the large-scale deployment. It also causes communication delays. This can be avoided 
since TTP makes the network more efficient in terms of both time and energy.

The above-mentioned proposed smart home architecture is implemented taking into 
consideration linear, ellipse, and random arrangement of the smart devices around the 
sink node.

There are a variety of smart devices that are mobile. Humans with smart phones or 
smart watches, movable doors, vacuum cleaners, smart doorbells, smart key chains are 
a few examples. Maintaining high interoperability, effective communication, energy-effi-
cient, and long-lasting network while taking into account mobile devices is a difficult 
task. Due to the mobility of nodes, reliability becomes a major concern. Because TTP 
uses a queue to store the data received from a node and is fault tolerant, mobility will 
not be determined to communicate. Figure 12 depicts a network in which level 2 pink-
coloured nodes and level 3 blue-coloured nodes are moved to smart home’s level 1 and 
connected to TTP1 for communication.

4.3  Data analysis

In the IoT, objects that are effectively WSNs have been shown to create huge volumes 
of data. The information included in those files is referred to as big data. Data analy-
sis, which is an important part of IoT, should be carried out in order to extract useful 
information from such data [51]. All network simulation tasks in the Cooja simula-
tor generate execution log files which have no tools or programmes that can be used 
to summarize and analyse them. This slows down the research rate in complex net-
work situations [52]. Python 3.8 is used to analyse the script. This processing script 
looks through the generated log files line by line. Following that, specific individual 
information on different performance metrics is provided. The process of data analy-
sis is shown in Fig. 13. Figures 14 and 15 showcase a snippet of the simulation output. 

Fig. 12 Modified random smart home with mobility
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The equivalent python script is presented in Figs.  16, 17, and 18. The mote output 
in the Cooja simulator is derived from the simulation environment and customized 
to display a node’s performance every second. The network communication includes 
numerous cycles for all the sink nodes, as shown in Fig.  14. Every cycle makes an 
unique observation regarding the packets delivered, received, control messages sent, 
and energy usage. A python script is now built to summarize various performance 
parameters. Figure 16 shows the beginning of the script, where different lists are cre-
ated w.r.t different performance metrics. Figures  17 and 18 show how latency and 
control overhead are calculated. Each of the identified performance metrics consid-
ered are calculated in the similar manner. There are over 100 distinct simulations 
carried out in both static and mobile environments for the topologies, objective 

Fig. 13 Flow chart for data analysis using python 3.8

Fig. 14 Simulation output
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functions, and Tx–INT ranges considered in this work. The outcome of this analysis 
is saved as script output, as shown in Fig. 15. This shows the total number of packets 
sent, forwarded, and received. The other performance parameters are also presented 
for analysis purpose.

Fig. 15 Analysis output

Fig. 16 Script analysis
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4.4  Performance metrics

This work considers the most responsive and necessary parameters, such as packet 
reception ratio, throughput, average latency, network overhead, convergence time, 
and total energy consumption, to evaluate network performance. 

(1) Packet reception ratio (PRR): The ratio of the total number of packets delivered to 
the sink by all client nodes to the total number of packets received by the server [5]. 

 where Pr denotes total packets received by the edge router; Ps denotes total num-
ber of packets send by all the smart devices.

(2) Throughput: The rate at which a message is successfully delivered via a communi-
cation channel is throughput. 

(2)PRR =
Pr

Ps
∗ 100%

Fig. 17 Script analysis for latency

Fig. 18 Script analysis for control overhead
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 where Dp = total number of delivered packets to the sink; Sp = size of the packets; 
S.T = total simulation time.

(3) Average latency: The average of total time it takes for a bit of data to go from one 
communication endpoint to another across the network in each cycle is average 
latency. 

 where p is packet; Tr denotes time of packet reception; Ts denotes time of packet 
sent; T.L is total latency; T.R(p) denotes total received packets by the sink.

(4) Network overhead: Control packet overhead refers to the number of DIO, DAO, 
and DIS messages generated during the network’s operation. 

 where TDIS denotes total DODAG information solicitation (DIS) of all nodes; TDIO 
represents total DODAG information object (DIO) of all nodes; TDAO represents 
total DODAG destination advertisement Object (DAO) of all nodes.

(5) Convergence time: The amount of time it takes for all of the nodes to join the net-
work is known as convergence time [5]. Basically the network time at which the 
first and the last node joined the DODAG has to be stored. 

 where LDIOT  = the time at which last node joined the DAG; FDIOT  = the time at 
which first node joined the DAG.

(6) Total energy consumption: It includes power consumption of CPU (idle), LPM 
(low power mode of CPU), Tx (transmission), and Rx (reception) in each cycle 
of communication [22]. Statewise energy consumption is calculated using Eq.  7 
through 10. 

 where T.EC = total energy consumption.

(3)Throughput = (Dp ∗ Sp ∗ 8)/(S.T ) bits/s

(4)

Total latency =

n

p=1

(Tr(p)− Ts(p)) ms

Avg latency =
T.L

T.R(p)
ms

(5)Network overhead = TDIS + TDIO + TDAO

(6)Convergence time = LDIOT − FDIOT ms

(7)CPU =(CPU ∗ 10 ∗ 3)/32,768

(8)LPM =(LPM ∗ 0.23 ∗ 3)/32,768

(9)Tx =(Tx ∗ 17.4 ∗ 3)/32,768

(10)Rx =(Rx ∗ 18.8 ∗ 3)/32,768

(11)T.EC =CPU+ LPM+ Tx+ Rx mJ
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5  Results and discussion
The outcome of the simulations is examined in this section. There are different smart 
home scenarios examined and compared taking into consideration multiple types of 
topologies and Tx–Rx ranges. It starts with basic 10 client nodes, average 20 sender 
nodes, and advanced 30 sender nodes in smart homes. Later, the performance is ana-
lysed for MSH and MSHOP and compared to show why the proposed architecture and 
topology are better than existing. Packet reception ratio, throughput, average latency, 
network overhead, convergence time, and energy consumption are some of the param-
eters that have been studied in this work.

Packet reception ratio which is calculated as per Eq. 2 is compared for different smart 
home scenarios considering the parameters, namely sender nodes count, transmission 
range, and ability to group in a static environment, the results of which are presented in 
Fig. 19. MRHOF is chosen as the objective function, and in terms of all ranges and topol-
ogies, all modified smart homes outperform. The modified smart home PRR score is 
then compared to MSHOP, which is the highest performing option. In a linear topology, 
it received a PRR of 90.16% for the 80–100 ranges as shown in Fig. 20. MSHOP is con-
scious of congestion and workload. It has the capability of reducing traffic congestion. 

Fig. 19 PRR in static environment

Fig. 20 PRR compared between MSH and MSHOP in static environment
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As a result, it is able to maximize PRR. The PRR rate in any smart house under the 
80–100 Tx/INT range gives better result than other ranges. When it comes to topolo-
gies, linear is believed to be the best for MSH and MSHOP.

The influence of mobile nodes is shown using PRR when considering the mobile envi-
ronment in various smart homes. When a node is mobile, it may or may not be reach-
able by the respective router, but it may be reachable by another router. As there are 
three TTPs operating as middlemen in MSHOP, each one can provide connectivity to its 
nearest node. The PRR values obtained in several smart homes where MRHOF is cho-
sen for the shortest path selection in Cooja are shown in Fig. 21. It is obvious that the 
random topology, rather than others, determines the better data reception ratio. When 
it comes to transmission ranges 70 and 80, the turns are taking place. In terms of PRR, 
the modified one outperforms all other smart homes. According to the survey, MRHOF 
outperforms OF0 in terms of shortest path selection, packet reception ratio, and data 
loss. OF0 shows a better performance than the previous one when it comes to mobility. 
It has been demonstrated that MSH outperforms using MRHOF when modelling the 
influence of mobile nodes. Comparing it to MSHOP is the next stage. The simulation is 
now done in a modified smart home utilizing MRHOF and OF0, and it is compared to 
MSHOP, which uses OF0 to determine the shortest path to the router. In all the three 

Fig. 21 PRR in mobile environment

Fig. 22 PRR compared between MSH with MRHOF, MSH with OF0, and MSHOP in mobile environment
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situations presented in Fig.  22, it is evident that the PRR rate utilizing OF0 is higher 
than that using MRHOF. MSHOP eventually outperforms the formers with a PRR value 
of 99.93% in mobile environment. When it comes to arrangement of the devices, lin-
ear topology works the best. The outcome supports the suggested method’s effective-
ness because MSHOP outperforms it even when devices are in a mobile state. Out of the 
30 min of simulation time, 6 devices in MSHOP, including a vacuum sweeper, a human 
wearing a smart watch, a human carrying a smart phone, door and window movement 
sensors, etc., are moveable for a significant amount of time in the network. It neverthe-
less provides a packet reception ratio of over 99% despite its mobility.

Another experiment is run while taking into account a smart home scenario where 
the mobile nodes are moving continuously. All six of these nodes move continuously 
for 30 min during the experiment, with a pause for 30 s between cycles. The indefinite 
movement scenario was also studied using the aforementioned settings considering the 
network’s linear architecture with an 80–100 Tx–INT range. The results thus obtained 

Fig. 23 Throughput in static environment

Fig. 24 Throughput in mobile environment
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prove that MRHOF as the objective function achieves the highest percentage of PRR. 
A python script has been used to generate the positions of all 6 nodes. The simulation 
is carried out using the mobile positions, and the outcome is shown with the aid of the 
python script as depicted in Fig. 13. Despite being continuously mobile, 85.23% of pack-
ets are found to be successfully received on an average.

As mentioned in Eq. 3, the rate at which a message is successfully delivered via a 
communication channel is throughput. It is measured in both the static and mobile 
environment and presented in Figs. 23 and 24. Throughput increases with the number 
of nodes and transmission range in both scenarios. It is obvious from the observa-
tions that MSHOP provides greater throughput numbers in the ranges. As shown in 
Figs.  23 and 24, with transmission range 80, a maximum throughput of 5911  bits/s 
and 5880 bits/s has been achieved in random and linear topologies, respectively.

Network delay is another name for average latency that is presented in Eq. 4. Even 
if the number of devices participating in the communication is larger and more 

Fig. 25 Average latency in static environment

Fig. 26 Average latency in mobile environment
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mobile in nature, the goal is to attain a lower average latency value. In both static 
and mobile environments, the MSHOP has the lowest latency value compared to the 
MSH. The reason for this is that when MSHOP is used, the messages are routed to 
the edge router from their appropriate TTP. A minimum of 923 ms or 0.9 s of delay is 
found for MSHOP with any transmission range and in all the topologies, as shown in 
Fig. 25. When mobility is taken into account, a minimum average latency of 918 ms is 
attained as can be seen in Fig. 26.

RPL uses a collection of ICMPv6 control messages, including DIO, DIS, and DAO 
to spread node information across the network topology [44]. If a DODAG is to be 
built, the root node sends out a DIO message to all client nodes in the range, and the 
client nodes react with a DAO message to the root, indicating that they want to join 
the DODAG [20]. Out-of-range nodes will send DIS messages to neighbouring nodes 

Fig. 27 Network overhead static environment

Fig. 28 Network overhead mobile environment
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to request DIO. When a neighbour node receives a DIS message, it sends a DIO mes-
sage to that node (which is out of range) and that node responds with a DAO mes-
sage, which is transmitted to the root node [18]. The total number of DIS, DAO, and 
DIO for each node is used to calculate Network Overhead, also known as Control 
Overhead as given in Eq. 5. It summarizes the network’s traffic load. The cost of over-
head rises in direct proportion to the number of nodes. Higher traffic means more 
collisions and data packet loss. The goal of using MSHOP is to reduce overhead in 
both the static and mobile context.

The overhead of different smart homes in static environment is explained in 
Fig.  27. It can be shown that when the network density grows, the network over-
head value grows as well. Even in the modified smart house, where TTP serves as a 

Fig. 29 Convergence time in static environment

Fig. 30 Convergence time in mobile environment
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communication intermediary, the control overhead is higher than before. This is due 
to the fact that MSH has more nodes than an advanced smart home. Finally, MSHOP 
is tested for the parameter, and it outperforms all of the others. Even if the range is 
80–100, when data transmission and delivery rates are higher, MSHOP still exhibits 
a lower overhead. When working in a mobile environment, network overhead may 
increase. It will, of course, be proportional to the number of nodes. The overhead of 
a network is affected by mobile nodes, as shown in Fig. 28. It is obvious that, despite 
having a higher number of nodes than earlier smart homes, both MSH and MSHOP 
are successful in lowering network overhead.

Fig. 31 Total energy in static environment

Fig. 32 Total energy in mobile environment
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The network shows that the convergence time increases as the network density 
increases. Convergence time can be calculated referring Eq. 6. The more the traffic, the 
longer it takes to reach a point of convergence. There is no specific range or topology 
that would result in a faster convergence time. The DIO time is always a factor. Despite 
the fact that density is directly proportional to convergence time, MSH has a faster one. 
MSHOP outperforms MSH in terms of convergence time, yielding a lower value. Both 
MSH and MSHOP have more client nodes doing the operation; however, the conver-
gence time illustrated in Figs. 29 and 30 is comparatively less than other smart homes.

The quantity of energy dissipated by network nodes per unit time is referred to as 
energy consumption [45]. This research uses the Z1 mote platform in each sensor node 
to conduct a complete analysis of energy use. Contiki-NG has an energest module that 
can be used to develop a lightweight, software-based energy estimating strategy for IoT 
devices with limited resources [53, 54]. The Z1’s current consumption is considered in 
four stages, i.e. CPU, LPM, Tx, and Rx. For each stage, their respective current consump-
tion and Z1’s current and voltage consumption values are listed in Table 2. The power 
consumption of each stage is done with the help of Eq. 7 through Eq. 10. The total energy 
consumption in a network is estimated using Eq. 11 and compared with other networks.

Figures 31 and 32 show the network’s entire energy consumption, including CPU, LPM, 
Tx, and Rx states. It has been discovered that as a network delivers a greater number of 
packets, it consumes more energy. Of the four states, transmission and reception consume 
more energy. The data transmission and energy consumption will both increase as the 
network density increases. Energy consumption has increased in both static and mobile 
environments as transmission range, network density, and PRR have all increased. As a 
result, the MSH consumes more energy than the smart homes with 11, 21, and 31 nodes. 
The MSHOP is then compared with MSH. It has successfully decreased energy usage in 
mobility environments compared to static environments. In a static setting, the MRHOF 
is utilized to calculate ETX value to find the shortest section, which requires more time, 
memory, and energy. In a mobile context, the OF0 outperformed MRHOF in terms of 
PRR, minimizing latency, and network overhead. As a result, OF0 is used to determine the 
shortest path in a mobile environment, and it uses less energy than the former.

Table  3 depicts the result found in this work in comparison with the existing ones. 
According to simulation study, the default objective functions, OF0 and MRHOF, can 
easily manage traffic variability, but the suggested technique will exhibit a substantial 
shift for the better. The proposed technique aims to provide a uniform allocation of 

Table 3 Comparison of performance metrics

Paper Environment Nodes PRR 
(%)

Throughput 
(bits/s)

Avg. 
latency 
(ms)

Network 
overhead

Convergence 
time (ms)

Total energy 
consumption 
(mJ)

Musaddiq 
et al. [5]

Static 20 91.8 – 40.25 17,007 – 3,744,494

Solapure 
et al. [18]

Static 30 99 – 1796.5 16% 3000 1400

Urama 
et al. [35]

mobile 12 100 – 125 570 – –

Proposed Static 30 90.16 5911 923 39366 1773.5 3373.7

Mobile 30 99.93 5880 918 33,922 1744 3365.2
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traffic while minimizing a significant number of control overheads, resulting in higher 
PRR, lower E2E packet latency, and higher throughput. The goal is achieved in the same 
way utilizing the MSHOP model with the proposed algorithm. The finding explains why 
the Tx/INT range of 80–100 works better than 40 and 60. In both static and mobile 
environments, the linear architecture of PRR produces better results. Similarly, in terms 
of throughput, it has performed better in linear topology. When it comes to latency, it 
might be either random or linear. The network overhead grows as the number of devices 
increases, resulting in a higher traffic load. Despite the fact that MSHOP has the most 
devices, it has managed to keep the network overhead value low. Energy usage rises as 
density and PRR rise; however, MSHOP in a mobile environment succeeded to lower it 
compared to a static setting.

Sensor nodes are limited in terms of battery life, memory capacity, and durability 
in any IoT system. The smart home application, where the smart devices need to be 
charged frequently, has been chosen for the current work environment. Communication 
takes place in a mobile and static setting, which makes it dynamic. Undoubtedly, situa-
tions like this use up more energy. The proposed MSHOP focuses on reducing energy 
usage while optimizing PRR, PLR, latency, and throughput. Even while energy consump-
tion is constant across the vast intended network of smart homes, it is not reduced. This 
is thought to be the area of this work that needs improvement; thus, attention will be 
given to it in the future.

6  Conclusion
In this article, an optimization technique is developed with a smart home scenario 
called modified smart home optimized path. MSHOP has TTP working as a mid-
dleman framework and an event timer for efficient delivery of packets. This design 
has been put to the test in a variety of scenarios and compared to a number of LNN 
classified as basic, average, and advanced smart homes. Static and mobile environ-
ment is also considered for the performance evaluation of the proposed topology. The 
MSHOP routing protocol RPL is evaluated under heavy load by focusing on packet 
reception ratio and network efficiency. With the help of TTP and event timer, the PRR 
is almost 100%, network overhead is reduced, average latency of packets has a sig-
nificant reduction, and throughput has an improvement. The above scenario is tested 
through simulation in Cooja. The desire to use IoT solutions in the future is the moti-
vation behind the work. The IoT network is enormous, and there are also increasing 
dangers of loss. The suggested strategy can be utilized to minimize data loss, time 
consumption, and energy usage.

As a future scope, the experimental implementation using raspberry-pi, arduino, and 
different sensor nodes is considered. In addition, a mechanism for slotting could also 
be thought off to improve the message transmission rate. An intelligent decision could 
also be taken to transmit the important messages on time to avoid missing predominant 
messages.
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OS  Operating system
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TTP  Trusted third party
QWL-RPL  Protocol based on queue and workload conditions
PRR  Packet reception ratio
OF  Objective function
MRHOF  Minimum rank with hysteresis objective function
OF0  Objective function zero
PDR  Packet delivery ratio
QU-RPL  Queue utilization-based RPL
NCRM  Neo-hybrid composite routing metric
ERAOF  Energy-efficient and path reliability-aware objective function
F and F  Filter and fuzz
CABAN  Cloud-assisted body area network
DAG  Directed acyclic graphs
DODAG  Destination-oriented acyclic graph
ETX  Expected number of transmission
IETF  Internet engineering task force
DIO  DODAG information object
DIS  DODAG information solicitation
DAO  DODAG destination advertisement Object
MSH  Modified smart home
Rx  Reception current
Tx  Transmission current
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